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What Is Inclusion Intelligence?
Inclusion intelligence is the cognitive and emotional discernment between the experiences of separation, exclusion,
integration and belonging within corporate culture. Understanding the difference lends insight into a corporate culture
where employees are diverse and experience belonging versus having diversity without belonging. Inclusion intelligence
has a positive correlation between performance, retention, engagement and happiness.
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What Is The Belonging Effect In Corporate Culture:
The belonging effect encompasses empathy and understanding of diverse backgrounds and actively includes them in
the conversation, actions, decisions and targets set within corporate culture. By creating a corporate culture where
people feel they are included, represented and that they belong, you change how your employees behave and
transform workplace problems like; productivity, innovation, hiring, talent development and turnover. The belonging
effect is what creates a culture that
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How To Evaluate The Level Of Belonging Within Your Organization
Review Your Data
Turnover is difficult, disruptive and cumbersome but it often goes unquantified, particularly when employees feel
excluded, separate or integrated. When it comes to your organization there are always blind spots that can be
improved upon and small changes can make significant differences that are noticed by everyone. For most
organizations, it starts by understanding the implications and costs associated with environments that are not
diversely represented.
You can start making improvements by asking simple questions like:
1) How many women are there within our organization?
2) How many marginalized women are there within our organization?
3) How many marginalized men are there within our organization?
4) What is our turnover rate costing us now?
5) What will our turnover rate cost us in three years from now if we don't make adjustments?
6) How well have we done creating a culture of belonging? Can we prove that or is it an assumption?
7) Who have we included in the conversations and execution of learning and development programs to ensure we
have an understanding of representation and diversity?
8) How well do we understand the pressures our employees are facing?
9) What training do employees need to effectively handle the compounding pressures we may or may not be
aware of?
10) Have we surveyed our employees recently to understand pain points that affect engagement and
performance?

Identify Your Expectations Of Employees
People become who their managers expect them to be. The pygmalion effect, a known psychological
phenomenon depicted by MIT professor, Douglas McGregor shows that managers subscribe to one of two
theories of human motivation:
Theory X
- People work because you pay them
- If you don't watch people they stop working
- Baseline performance is the minimum effort
expended to produce the minimum quality of
work accepted.

Theory Y
- People work for intrinsic satisfaction
- People work harder & better with autonomy
& flexibility
- Baseline performance is the minimum effort
expended to produce great work.

People behave as we expect them to. A leader's expectations about what will motivate employees will always
transpire into reality. When leader's are unaware of inclusion intelligence, toxic cultures thrive. During crisis, these
expectations will lend to how your organization performs, the cost of turnover and how fast you recover. As a
leader you must start learning how to adopt inclusion intelligence and how to create a culture where people feel
they belong.
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Simple Strategies To Support Your People So They Stay Engaged, & Productive While Sustaining
Compounding Pressures Brought On By COVID-19

Want Help Creating Inclusion Intelligence In Your Organization So You
Retain More Talent, Maintain Productivity & Can Sustain the Uncertainty
of COVID-19?

Schedule a time to discuss your needs using this direct link:
https://andreacarterconsulting.com/consult

Prefer to learn more about how compounding pressure derails the
belonging effect, specifically during crisis?
Click here instead:
https://buildingbetterorganizations.com/neuroscience-during-crisisvideo-series
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